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Abstract

In this work, we propose a novel two-stage framework named FaceInpainter to implement controllable Identity-Guided Face Inpainting (IGFI) under heterogeneous domains. Concretely, by explicitly disentangling foreground and background of the target face, the first stage focuses on adaptive face fitting to the fixed background via a Styled Face Inpainting Network (SFI-Net), with 3D priors and texture code of the target, as well as identity factor of the source face. It is challenging to deal with the inconsistency between the new identity of the source and the original background of the target, concerning the face shape and appearance on the fused boundary. The second stage consists of a Joint Refinement Network (JR-Net) to refine the swapped face. It leverages AdaIN considering identity and multi-scale texture codes, for feature transformation of the decoded face from SFI-Net with facial occlusions. We adopt the contextual loss to implicitly preserve the attributes, encouraging face deformation and fewer texture distortions. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach handles high-quality identity adaptation to heterogeneous domains, exhibiting the competitive performance compared with state-of-the-art methods concerning both attribute and identity fidelity.

1. Introduction

Identity swapping is a technique that enables manipulating the face appearance according to the source face while preserving the attributes of the target face. DeepFakes [1], FaceSwap [2], FaceShifter [18], and SimSwap [5] are the prominent methods. These methods enable the effortless creation of fake faces, while the controllable performance and visual realism still need to be improved. Furthermore, face manipulation provides more challenging and diverse samples to facilitate face forensics [31].

The face swapping task is evaluated mainly from two aspects, i.e. identity and attribute fidelity for the source and target face, respectively. FaceShifter [18] adopts SPADE [28] and AdaIN [14] mechanisms to integrate spatial attributes and identity styles in the decoder, while some redundant identity features of the source, e.g., hair, make it difficult to preserve attributes in some challenging cases, as shown in Figure 2. SimSwap [5] uses a weak feature matching loss based on the last few layers of the discriminator, to avoid the attribute distortions during identity modifica-

Figure 1: Face swapping results on wild face images by means of FaceInpainter. Our identity-guided face inpainting framework can produce high fidelity results in heterogeneous domains, i.e., photograph or non-photorealistic styles, e.g., oil painting, 3D cartoons, pencil drawing and exaggerated drawing.
tion. Despite this implicit constraint works well, it is similar to the commonly used perceptual loss for texture matching used in [38, 49, 24], which is more appropriate for paired data learning. Thus, the generated faces of SimSwap preserve lots of attributes in some challenging cases, so that they look more like the target face. In the non-photorealistic domain, we take FaceSwap [2] as an example, the main issues of this 3D-based method include low resolution and obvious modification artifacts around the facial area.

In this work, we first study the heterogeneous identity swapping problem. The heterogeneous face has been studied in some works [42, 10, 11, 41]. It is challenging to perfectly fit target faces with a new identity under heterogeneous domains, especially for an extreme pose, expression, and lighting conditions. We propose an efficient Identity-Guided Face Inpainting (IGFI) framework to improve the controllability and generalization of the face-swapping model. Facial attributes of the target face are supposed to be preserved during the IGFI process, including head pose, expression, lighting, facial conclusions, hairstyle, and other background contents. Additionally, we attempt to adaptively improve the visual quality for the target scenes with low resolution.

In our work, the identity feature is extracted from the source face via a pretrained state-of-the-art face recognition model [6]. Generally, the identity feature contains the high-level semantic representation of the source, which is used to control the identity modification. As for attribute preservation of the target, a 3D fitting model [12] is used to extract 3DMM parameters of the target, such as expression and posture, which are vital to performing IGFI based on the fixed background. For the purpose of preserving texture, a pretrained face parsing model [19] is used to extract the foreground content (i.e., face and neck), which is fed into a pretrained VGG network [33] to obtain the texture style. After that, the multiple factors with regard to shape and texture from the source and target faces are recombined into one style code, to achieve efficient and controllable IGFI in specific scenes, based on the Styled Face Inpainting Network (SFI-Net). Particularly, to preserve the high-fidelity non-face areas (e.g., background, hair, clothes, etc.), we directly add them to the last layer of SFI-Net.

To weaken the inconsistency of the target face shape and the face inpainting result for a new identity, we mask both the face and neck regions which are visually crucial for the facial shape representation in the first stage. However, for some complex scenes, the segmented background and the generated foreground can not be well integrated. Therefore, in the second stage, we propose a Joint Refinement Network (JR-Net) to jointly refine the identity, attributes, and boundary fusion, by adopting Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) [14] with respect to identity and multi-scale texture codes. With super-resolution and occlusion-aware modules, JR-Net further optimizes the visual and occlusion perception of the result from SFI-Net. For non-aligned feature matching between the target and deformed face, we adopt the contextual constraints [23] which can implicitly keep the attribute consistency. As shown in Figure 1, our method can generate high-quality identity-guided swapped faces adapted to various heterogeneous domains, even in cartoon and exaggerated styles.

Our contributions are three folds.

- We first study the heterogeneous identity swapping task, and propose a novel solution to deal with the Identity-Guided Face Inpainting (IGFI) problem. By considering high-fidelity identity and attributes, our approach FaceInpainter achieves more controllable and higher quality results than previous face inpainting methods.

- We propose an effective IGFI framework. In the first stage, we introduce a Styled Face Inpainting Network (SFI-Net) to map the identity and attribute codes to the swapped face. The second stage contains a Joint Refinement Network (JR-Net) that refines the attributes and identity details, generating occlusion-aware and high-resolution swapped faces with visually natural fused boundary.

- With achieving high fidelity of contextual attribute and identity, we achieve good generalization under heterogeneous domains both visually and quantitatively.

## 2. Related Work

### 2.1. Face Inpainting

Face inpainting is mainly applied for facial completion [22, 45, 43, 34, 44] or component editing [7]. By incorporating a VAE pipeline, Zheng et al. [46] exploited smooth priors for the latent space of the hidden partial image, from

![Figure 2: There are still some challenging situations, e.g., preserving excessive source identity (FaceShifter [18]), preserving more attributes (SimSwap [5]), and suffering from low resolution and boundary artifacts (FaceSwap [2]). Our model realizes more controllable face swapping in photorealistic (row 1) and non-photorealistic (row 2) domains.](image-url)
which the generative pipeline inferred diverse inpainting results. To produce a controllable completed face, Song et al. [34] proposed a geometry-aware method to inpaint and edit face with the constraints of facial landmark heatmap and parsing map. Deng et al. [7] presented the r-FACE model for controlling the structure of face components based on reference images.

2.2. Identity Swapping

Identity swapping aims at exchanging the face feature without causing interference on other attributes of the target face [27, 18, 5]. FSGAN [27] incorporated cascaded modules concerning recurrent reenactment, face parsing, inpainting and blending, to achieve high-quality swapping results. FaceShifter [18] applied a two-stage framework to adaptively integrate identity and attribute embedding with the attentional map, and tackle the occlusion issue in a heuristic error acknowledging manner. SimSwap [5] utilized an ID injection module to adaptively integrate identity embedding to the target feature with the weak feature matching loss.

2.3. Computer Graphics Based Approaches

Priors from 3D Morphable Face Models (3DMM) [48, 9, 12] or nonlinear 3DMM [36, 35] have been incorporated in various face synthesis tasks [47, 8]. FaceSwap [2] applied 3D fitting and rendering to obtain the aligned face which is then blended with the target. Hang et al. [47] proposed a Rotate-and-Render framework leveraging 3D face modeling and high-resolution GAN for creating paired data and face inpainting, respectively. DiscoFaceGAN [5] disentangled the latent representations of identity, expression, pose, and illumination to precisely control the generation of faces with different attributes.

3. Approach

The IGFI task is supposed to generate the foreground content with identity modification and attribute preservation, as well as a natural fusion with the background. As shown in Figure 3, given a target face $X_t$, we mainly consider three important factors: expression, pose, and texture. We leverage advanced face recognition network [6], 3DMM [12] and texture encoder [33] to obtain the decomposed style codes, which are fused as one variable to control the face synthesis in Styled Face Inpainting Network. As an inpainting task, the occlusion of the foreground has been removed, and there is an inconsistency between the new face and the original target background. Therefore, the details of face shape and attributes in the generated face $Y_{s,t}$ of SFI-Net will be refined by JR-Net, described as follows.

3.1. Styled Face Inpainting Network

We incorporate a 3DMM model [3] to learn the mapping from multiple codes of source and target faces to the IGFI result. As a parametric model, 3DMM is used to fit the shape $S$ and texture $T$ from a single image. Specifically, $S$ is denoted as:

$$S = \overline{S} + B_{id}\alpha_{id} + B_{exp}\alpha_{exp},$$  

where $\overline{S}$ is the mean 3D shape, $B_{id}$ is the 3D shape bases and $\alpha_{id}$ is the corresponding coefficient vector. The same goes for expression. 3D fitting for a single image is defined as:

$$F(S) = f * P_r * R(p, y, r) * S + t_{2d},$$
where $f$ is the scale factor, $\mathbf{P}_s$ is the orthogonal projection matrix, $\mathbf{R}(p, y, r)$ is the rotation matrix constructed by pitch, yaw, and roll representations, and $\mathbf{t}_{3d}$ is the translation vector. Face posture is defined as $z_{pos} = [f \mathbf{R}(p, y, r), \mathbf{t}_{2d}]$. We denote $z_{exp} = \alpha_{exp}$ as the expression code from target face. Generally, the identity and expression bases of $\mathbf{S}$ are entangled with each other, especially for nonlinear 3DMM [36, 35] with one shape vector representing identity and expression factors. Instead of $\alpha_{id}$, we use a pretrained state-of-the-art face recognition model [6] to obtain identity latent code $z_{id}$.

Given a target image $X_t \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times H \times W}$, with the corresponding $K$-channel heat map $M \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times H \times W}$ extracted by an off-the-shelf face parser, we separate it into background $X_t^{bg}$ (e.g., hair, clothes, and other non-human areas) and foreground $X_t^{fg}$ (e.g., face, neck). In our SFI-Net training, $X_t^{fg}$ is fed into a texture encoder $\hat{E}_{vgg}$, i.e., a pretrained VGG19 network [33], to acquire texture code $z_{tex}$ of the target face, which contains the skin color and illumination information. With $C = [z_{id}(X_t), z_{exp}(X_t), z_{pos}(X_t), z_{tex}(X_t^{fg})]$, we get the style code $z_C$ of IGF1 via a fusion module consisting of one fully connected layer, and then inject $z_C$ to StyleGAN [17] by implementing multi-scale AdaIN.

The encoded features of the identity recognition network [6] generally contain the hairstyle, which may have an impact on the target background preservation while modifying the target face guided by $z_{id}(X_t)$. To maintain the high fidelity scene, background area in $X_t$ is directly fused with the output of StyleGAN $I_C$ via

$$\hat{Y}_{s,t} = X_t \odot M_{bg} + I_C \odot (1 - M_{bg}),$$

where $\odot$ means the element-wise product, and $M_{bg}$ is the mask indicating the target background.

We use multiple code consistency losses on $\hat{Y}_{s,t}$ for styled face synthesis as follows. First, we calculate the distance between the identity features of $\hat{Y}_{s,t}$ and $X_t$ via

$$L_{id} = 1 - \langle z_{id}(\hat{Y}_{s,t}), z_{id}(X_t) \rangle,$$

where $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ means cosine similarity.

We utilize a semi-supervised learning strategy, *i.e.*, the reconstruction loss is used to penalize the pixel-level distances between $\hat{Y}_{s,t}$ and $X_t$ in the case of the same identity. It is formulated as

$$L_{rec} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2} \left\| \hat{Y}_{s,t} - X_t \right\|^2_2 & \text{if } X_s = X_t \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}.$$

FaceShift [18] designs the Adaptive Attentional Denormalization (AAD) layer to integrate attribute and identity embeddings, where the attentional mask is learned under the constraints of attribute and identity preservation losses. Note that $z_{id}(X_s)$ encoded by the face recognition model [6] usually contains additional style belonging to $X_s^{bg}$, *e.g.*, hairstyle, which may result in uncontrollable appearance (Figure 2 row 1). It is essential to adopt a strong texture preservation function, to mitigate the influence of redundant identity information on the swapped face. To this end, we utilize contextual loss [23] to measure the feature similarity between $\hat{Y}_{s,t}$ and $X_t$. This loss allows face shape deformation and reduces the texture distortions after face swapping. It is formulated as

$$L_{CX} = -\log(CX(F_{id}^{l}(\hat{Y}_{s,t}), F_{exp}^{l}(X_t))),$$

where $l$ means $\text{relu}\{3, 2, 4, 2\}$ layers of the pretrained VGG19 network.

Moreover, we combine path length regularization [17] to optimize the training of SFI-Net. It is formulated as

$$L_{ppl} = \mathbb{E}_{w,y \sim N(0, 1)}(\left\| J_w y \right\|^2_2 - a)^2,$$

where $J_w = \frac{\partial \hat{Y}_{s,t}}{\partial w}, w \sim f(C)$ means the intermediate latent code of the fused style code $z_C$ through the mapping network, $y$ is a random image with normal distribution and $a$ is set as the exponential moving average of the perceptual path lengths. The total loss of SFI-Net is as follows

$$L_{SFI-Net} = L_{GAN} + \lambda_{id}L_{id} + \lambda_{exp}L_{exp} + \lambda_{pos}L_{pos} + \lambda_{rec}L_{rec} + \lambda_{CX}L_{CX} + \lambda_{ppl}L_{ppl}.$$

### 3.2. Joint Refinement Network

SFI-Net can generate face with the identity style of $X_s$ and other identity-irrelevant styles (e.g., expression, pose and texture) of $X_t$. Moreover, the result of SFI-Net preserves most of the background contents except for the facial occlusions, due to the mistakes of the parsing model. Other concerns are mainly some low-resolution situations, and the boundary artifacts when blending $X_t^{bg}$ and $I_C^{fg}$.

We propose the Joint Refinement Network (JR-Net) to refine the face inpainting result of SFI-Net, as shown in
Stage II of Figure 3. For the purpose of making generated image occlusion-aware, we take the residual map of $X_t$ and $\hat{Y}_{t,t}$ as the occlusion representation, and feed it into JR-Net:

$$\triangle X_t = X_t - \hat{Y}_{t,t}. \quad (12)$$

Attribute embedding of JR-Net comes from the high-level texture feature of $X_t$. Specifically, we use a pretrained VGG to extract the texture feature of $conv4_1$ layer, and obtain the style code with 512 channels using adaptive average pooling. It is fused with the identity embedding of $X_s$, then injected to the AdaIN residual blocks AdaRes to adaptively transfer feature styles of $\{\hat{Y}_{s,t}, \triangle X_t\}$. It is formulated as:

$$AdaIN(h^i, \gamma^i, \beta^i) = \gamma^i_{id,att} h^i - \mu^i + \beta^i_{id,att}, \quad (13)$$

where $h^i \in \mathbb{R}^{C^i \times H^i \times W^i}$ is the embedding of $\{\hat{Y}_{s,t}, \triangle X_t\}$ encoded by Proc, $\mu^i$ and $\sigma^i$ are the means and standard deviations of $h^i$, and they are used to perform instance normalization. Let $z_{tex} \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{tex} \times 1}$ and $z_{id} \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{id} \times 1}$ be the attribute and identity embedding. In the AdaIN form, $\gamma^i_{id,att}$ and $\beta^i_{id,att} \in \mathbb{R}^{C^i \times H^i \times W^i}$ are obtained from $\{z_{tex}(X_t), z_{id}(X_s)\}$ using several fully connected layers.

Moreover, we adopt a super-resolution refinement scheme based on multi-scale component dictionaries from high-quality reference images [20]. Specifically, in the dictionary feature transfer (DFT) module, the offline generated dictionaries are modulated via AdaIN, based on texture features of the corresponding components (i.e. left eye, right eye, nose, mouth) from $\{\hat{Y}_{s,t}, \triangle X_t\}$. Then the matched restored features are used for feature modulation in the decoder Dec, via the corresponding spatial feature transform (SFT) layer [40].

In the second stage, we obtain the refined face via

$$Y_{s,t} = JR-Net(\triangle X_t, \hat{Y}_{s,t}, z_{tex}(X_t), z_{id}(X_s)). \quad (14)$$

To better preserve attributes, we utilize contextual loss to measure the feature similarity between $Y_{s,t}$ and $X_t$

$$\mathcal{L}_{CX} = -\log(CX(F^{i}_{vgg}(Y_{s,t}), F^{i}_{vgg}(X_t))). \quad (15)$$

In order to improve the performance of identity refinement, we impose an identity consistency loss via

$$\mathcal{L}_{id} = 1 - \langle z_{id}(Y_{s,t}), z_{id}(X_s) \rangle. \quad (16)$$

In a similar way, we combine a reconstruction loss between $Y_{s,t}$ and $X_t$ when $X_s$ and $X_t$ are the same identity

$$\mathcal{L}_{rec} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} \|Y_{s,t} - X_t\|^2_2 & \text{if } X_s = X_t \\
0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}. \quad (17)$$

We further add the perceptual loss to improve the high-resolution swapped face restoration

$$\mathcal{L}_{vgg} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|F^{i}_{vgg}(Y_{s,t}) - F^{i}_{vgg}(X_t)\|_2 & \text{if } X_s = X_t \\
0 & \text{otherwise},
\end{array} \right. \quad (18)$$

where $F^{i}_{vgg}$ denotes the $i$-th convolution layer of VGG19 model. We set $N$ equal to 4.

The adversarial loss in JR-Net ensures the image quality via

$$\mathcal{L}_{GAN}(G', D') = \mathbb{E}_X[\log D'(X_s)] + \mathbb{E}_Y[\log(1-D'(Y_{s,t}))]. \quad (19)$$

Finally, the total loss of JR-Net is formulated as:

$$\mathcal{L}_{JR-Net} = \mathcal{L}_{GAN} + \lambda_{id} \mathcal{L}_{id} + \lambda_{rec} \mathcal{L}_{rec} + \lambda_{vgg} \mathcal{L}_{vgg} + \lambda_{CX} \mathcal{L}_{CX}. \quad (20)$$

4. Experiment

Implementation Details. Both SFI-Net and JR-Net are trained with the CelebA-HQ [15], FFHQ [16] and VGGFace [29] datasets. We align and crop the source and target faces using five point landmarks extracted by [4]. We train SFI-Net with 256 × 256 resolution and the final resolution of JR-Net is 512 × 512. More results can be found in the supplementary material. We acquire 3DMM parameters using 3DDFA2 [12]. The dimension of $z_{exp}(X_t)$ and $z_{pos}(X_t)$ is 10 and 12, respectively. The dimensions of $z_{id}(X_s), z_{tex}(X_t)^{\theta}$ and $z_{tex}(X_t)$ are 512. The output dimension of the fusion module in SFI-Net is 1024. In Equation 11 and 20, $\lambda_{id} = 1 = \lambda_{id} = 20$, and other weights are set to 10.

In JR-Net, we warp $\hat{Y}_{t,t}$ according to the facial landmarks of $X_t$, making $\triangle X_t$ focus more on the occlusion. We use a total of 8 AdaIN residual blocks. The number of downsampling and upsampling blocks in JR-Net is set to 3 and 4, respectively. As for data augmentation, we adopt multiple random operations, e.g. cropping, flipping, rotation, blur, variations on brightness, saturation and contrast, as well as color jittering.

4.1. Comparison with Other Methods

Comparison with Previous Inpainting Tasks: General inpainting tasks focus on the completion of hidden regions. For face inpainting tasks, previous methods [43, 44, 46] are not competent to generate the identity-guided completed images, and cause some artifacts in the facial area, as shown in Figure 4. Our inpainting results have better performance with respect to high fidelity attributes and identity factors.

Qualitative Comparison on FaceForensics++: FaceForensics++ [31] is a large-scale face forensics dataset that consists of 5,000 video clips. We compare FaceInpainter
Comparison with DeepFill v1 [43], DeepFill v2 [44] and Zheng et al. [46]. Our approach can generate high-quality identity-guided face inpainting results.

Comparison with FaceSwap [2], DeepFakes [1], and FaceShifter [18] on FaceForensics++ [31]. Our results better realize controllable attribute preservation and effective identity modification.

Comparison with FaceShifter: As shown in Figure 6, FaceShifter is capable of generating highly identifiable face-swapping results, but not good enough at maintaining the attribute details, e.g., gaze direction and skin color in row 3. In rows 1&2, the aligned attribute consistency loss proposed in [18] considers the low-level features and brings face shape style of the target to the generated face to some extent (col 4). Our swapping approach conducts high-level feature matching employing $L_{C_X}$, and the results preserve higher-fidelity target attributes as well as source face shape, with high-resolution appearance.

Comparison with SimSwap: SimSwap utilizes a weak feature matching loss [5] to efficiently improve the ability to preserve the facial attributes, i.e., the attribute feature extractor abandons the first few layers of the discriminator. SimSwap is competent to modify identity and preserve attributes, but there are obvious artifacts (e.g. in the forehead and cheek) around the face boundary. Our results correctly
Table 1: Quantitative comparison with DeepFakes [1], FaceSwap [2], FaceShifter [18], and SimSwap [5] on FaceForensics++ [31]. As a comprehensive comparison, we obtain the overall score by subtracting others from ID retrieval and Sum of Modulus of gray Difference (SMD2) [21] score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>ID retrieval</th>
<th>Pose</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>SMD2</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepFakes [1]</td>
<td>97.38</td>
<td>92.83</td>
<td>8.499</td>
<td>102.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceSwap [2]</td>
<td>97.38</td>
<td>92.83</td>
<td>8.499</td>
<td>102.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceShifter [18]</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>94.70</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimSwap [5]</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>94.70</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o ζv,ζe(Xf,v)</td>
<td>97.23</td>
<td>92.13</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o ζv(ξf)</td>
<td>98.43</td>
<td>93.93</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o ζe(ξf)</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>94.70</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o C_Xf</td>
<td>98.03</td>
<td>93.23</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ C_Xf</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>9.195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI-Net</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>92.83</td>
<td>8.407</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TargetSource Bg</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI-Net</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceInpainter</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceShifter</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>△Xt,△tf,w/ DFT</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceSwap,IIIT-CFW</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>△Xt,△tf,w/ DFT</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceShifter</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>△Xt,△tf,w/ DFT</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceInpainter</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>△Xt,△tf,w/ DFT</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The reason why we only compare with FaceSwap in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>ID retrieval</th>
<th>Pose</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>SMD2</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepFakes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceSwap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceShifter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimSwap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official code</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should need image sequence for training</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public swapped results</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 8: More qualitative results for identity frontalization and profile on CelebA-HQ dataset [15]. Our method can generate the swapped face for different identities both in front and extreme pose, giving the target face.

Figure 9: JR-Net handles some face-swapping synthesis issues, e.g., fused boundaries, occlusions, face shape, skin color and low resolution.

Additional Qualitative Results: As shown in Figure 8, all the results of IGFI are generated by means of well-trained Facelnpainter, from various identities (row 1) to the corresponding front view (row 2), as well as to the profile view with the extreme posture (row 3). Based on the target attributes, Facelnpainter can generate photo-realistic faces with corresponding identities.

Quantitative Comparison: We follow the experimental protocol adopted in [18, 5] for quantitative evaluation of identity transfer and pose preservation. Concretely, we apply CosFace [37, 26] to compute the ID retrieval score. Our method achieves a better score compared to other algorithms, as shown in Table 1. We extract pose features using [32]. SimSwap has a lower posture score based on L-2 distance between the swapped and target face, but a relatively poor performance on ID retrieval, which demonstrates that it preserves excessive target attributes. As for expression estimation, we extract the coefficients using another 3DMM model [9]. Our performance is comparable with FaceShifter, in spite of only using expression code in the IGFI framework. In Table 1, w/o DFT means w/ △Xt, w/ AdaRes, w/o △Xt means w/ AdaRes and w/o DFT, w/o AdaRes means w/ △Xt, and w/o DFT, Facelnpainter means w/ △Xt, w/ AdaRes, w/ DFT.

Considering the swapped face has no paired high-resolution face as the reference image to operate objective metrics, i.e., PSNR and SSIM, we implement an evaluation based on gray scale difference [21]. With DFT module, our results achieve a better score of the image sharpness.

IIIT-CFW [25] is used in the cartoon face classification and Photo2Cartoon tasks. CUHK [39] is for sketch synthesis and face sketch recognition. The two datasets have no image sequences or videos. Different from the above tasks, we first study the heterogeneous identity swapping problem. As for IIIT-CFW and CUHK Face Sketch, we collect N= 1000 and 606 images for quantitative experiments, respectively (Table 3). The ith target face is swapped with the identity of the N−i th face. The Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [13] is used to measure both the quality and diversity of the swapped faces.

Human Evaluation: After a brief introduction to the IGFI task, 10 users are instructed to observe the source, target and swapped faces. The participants need to give scores according to their own experiences. Scores are recorded as
Figure 10: IGFI results on various wild face images based on FaceInpainter. Face shape is an important attribute for the target face, especially when it comes to exaggerated drawing and 3D cartoons (cols 4&6). While we implement face adaptation to heterogeneous domains, the unique styles are maintained.

Figure 11: Ablation study of SFI-Net.

Table 4: User study results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Boundary</th>
<th>Occlusion</th>
<th>Realism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepFakes [1]</td>
<td>43.96</td>
<td>34.14</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>44.11</td>
<td>20.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceSwap [2]</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>41.22</td>
<td>50.55</td>
<td>42.25</td>
<td>47.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceShifter [13]</td>
<td>93.64</td>
<td>81.22</td>
<td>84.34</td>
<td>94.11</td>
<td>85.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI-Net</td>
<td>90.83</td>
<td>71.53</td>
<td>55.78</td>
<td>40.22</td>
<td>50.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceInpainter</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>89.53</td>
<td>88.34</td>
<td>93.67</td>
<td>92.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Efficient Contextual Loss: As shown in Figure 11, contextual loss helps to efficiently preserve the texture of the target (cols 9&10). If discarding $L_{C,X}$, the result will exhibit a poor performance with lots of texture distortions (col 8).

Refinement of JR-Net: In the first stage, the facial occlusions have been removed (Figure 9 (a), (d) and (e)), and there are shape and appearance inconsistency between the transferred face and original target background, therefore the details concerning identity and attributes in the generated face of SFI-Net need to be refined by means of JR-Net.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed FaceInpainter to implement effective identity swapping, achieving high fidelity identity and attributes. Different from previous identity swapping methods, FaceInpainter adopts an inpainting way for swapping so that it can better keep various heterogeneous scene information. SFI-Net uses 3D priors to make the representation of target attributes more accurate during rendering. Moreover, contextual structure and texture details are well refined in JR-Net. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our approach can handle high-quality and occlusion-aware identity adaptation to heterogeneous domains.
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